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GROWTH CONDITIONS AND SIMILARITY ORBITS1

P. GHATAGE

Abstract. It is proved that an operator T which acts on a separable Hilbert

space and whose resolvent satisfies a first-order growth condition inside and

outside the unit circle, can be approximated in norm by operators which are

similar to a single unitary operator. In particular the 'Markus-operator' can

be approximated by similarities of a diagonal unitary operator and is a

compact perturbation of the same.

The purpose of this note is to study operators whose resolvents satisfy a

first-order growth condition inside and outside the unit circle. A. S. Markus

has shown by an example that such operators need not be similar to unitary

operators. We prove that such an operator always belongs to the norm-

closure of the similarity orbit of a unitary operator.

We denote the similarity orbit of F by S(F) = [STS~X, S bounded and

invertible}. The spectrum, essential spectrum and left essential spectrum are

denoted by a(T), ae(T) and ael(T) respectively, and the image of F in the

Calkin algebra is denoted by tt(T).

Throughout this paper we assume that % is a separable Hilbert space.

Our main tool is a recent theorem due to Herrero, which to the best of our

knowledge is still unpublished. Hence we state it here for reference.

Theorem A. Let N be a normal operator acting on a separable Hilbert space

%  and let  T E L(%).  In order that  T belong to cl S (AT) the following

conditions are sufficient:  (a) F is bi-quasitriangular. (b) a(T) D a(N) and

ae(T) D ae(N). (c) IfX E a(T) \ ae(T) then X is isolated, (d) IfXis an isolated

point ofa(T), then % = % 0 %, = ÍC\ + 'X1, where %x = ker(X - N) and

%\ = ker(À - T) have the same dimension, %2 reduces N and has the same

dimension as %, F3Ç C % and X G o-(F|3Q) U o-(iV|X>.). (e) IfX E ae(T)

is not isolated then the component ofX in ae(T) contains some nonisolatedpoint

of ae(N). (T)IfXE ae(T) is isolated and f is the analytic function defined by

f(z) = X — z in a neighborhood of X and f(z) = 0 in an open neighborhood of

ae(T)\{X}thenf[TT(T)] = 0.

Corollary A. If N is normal and a(N) is perfect then T E cl S(N)for any

biquasitriangular T such that a(T) = o(N) ae(T).
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We start with the following simple lemma which is a slight modification of

a lemma due to Markus, Nikol'skaja and Nikol'skn (see [5]).

Lemma 1. Suppose that o(T) Ç {À, |Â| = 1) = T, and T satisfies the condi-

tion, \\(T - Xyx\\ < M(\X\ - \)'xfor \X\ > 1. Then for \0 E T we have,

ker(T - Aq) + c\[lm(T - A,,)] = %.

Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 1, T is biquasitriangular.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that whenever X0 E T, ker(T — X0) and

keriT* - A0) have the same dimension. Since ae(T) Q o(T) CT it follows

from the well-known theorem of Apóstol, Foia§, and Voiculescu [1, p. 13] that

T and T* are quasitriangular.

We feel that this corollary may be true without the assumption regarding

the growth-condition.

Lemma 2. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 1, oe(T) = [limit points of

o(T)) u [isolated eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity).

Proof. By Putnam's theorem (see [7]) do(T) C oe,(T) u {isolated eigen-

values of finite multiplicity}. Since o(T) = do(T) it follows that limit points

of o(T) belong to oe(T). Conversely if A E oe(T) and X is an isolated point of

o(T) then by Stampfli's result [9], X is an isolated eigenvalue of o(T) and

ker(X — T) = range of the corresponding Riesz projection. Thus % = ker(X

- T) + % where X E o^^). Since X E oe(T) = oe,(T), it follows that

ker(A — T) is infinite-dimensional.

Lemma 3. Suppose 31 is a C*-algebra with identity and a E 21 satisfies the

properties

(i) o(a) is contained in a Cx-Jordan curve T,

(ii) ||Rx(a)|| < A:/dist(A, T)for X inside T,

(iii) ||RA(a)|| < k/(dist(X, T))n for X outside T.

Suppose p is an  isolated point of o(a) and p  is  the corresponding Riesz

projection. Then p(a — ¡i) = 0.

This is a slightly more general statement of a result due to Stampfli. The

proof is no different from that of Lemma 4 of [9].

Proposition 1. // o(T) C T, \\(T - X)'x\\ < M/|l - |X|| whenever X E T

and V {ker(T — p), p ET) = %, then T E cl S (17) for a diagonal unitary

operator U.

Proof. Note that as a trivial consequence of Lemma 1, for X E T there

exists a projection Px on the ker(7* - X) parallel to lm(T - X) and it can be

seen that ||PX|| < M. Thus for x in % and any e > 0, [X, \\P\x\\ > e) is

finite. Since % is separable, it follows that there can be only countably many

distinct eigenvalues. See [6, p. 1124]. Moreover it follows as in the proof of

Theorem 3 of [5] that o(T) is the closure of the set of these eigenvalues. Let U

be the diagonal unitary operator defined by repeating each eigenvalue of T as
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often as its multiplicity. Obviously a(T) = a(U). It follows from Weyl's

characterization of ae(U) (see [8, p. 367]) and Lemma 2 that ae(U) = ae(T).

If ju is an isolated point of a(T) then it follows from Lemma 3 that ¡i is an

eigenvalue of T and the eigenspace is equal to the range of the corresponding

Riesz projection. Thus condition (d) of Theorem A is satisfied. To see that (f)

is satisfied we need only note that in the Calkin algebra 77(F) = a satisfies the

same resolvent-growth conditions as T does in £(0C), and apply Lemma 3 to

77(F). Thus by Theorem A, T E cl S(<7).

Lemma 4. Suppose a(T) CT and \\(T - Xyl\\ < M/|l - |X| | for X G T.

Let <9H = \/{ker(F - u), p E T} and F0 = F|91t. // F, = P±T\GJl± where

P is the orthogonal projection onto 9lt, then a(Tx) is a perfect subset ofT.

Proof. As explained in the proof of Proposition 1, it follows that a(T0) ç

closure of the eigenvalues of F. Thus a(T0) C a(T) and hence a(Tx) C a(T).

Since ||(F* - Xy_x\\ < M/|l - |X| | it follows that Tf - X (being a

restriction of F* - X) is bounded below by |1 - |X| |/M. This, together with

the fact a(Tx) Ç a(T) C T, proves that the resolvent of F, satisifes the same

conditions as the resolvent of F. Hence by Lemma 3 any isolated point of

a(Tx) is an eigenvalue of Tx. Thus it is sufficient to prove that F, has no

eigenvalues on T. Suppose the contrary. Without loss of generality suppose

that 1 is an eigenvalue of F,, and consider the restriction of F to

9H1 = 9H Vker^i - /).

We call it S. Applying Lemma 1 to S we have ker(5 - /) + Im(S - /)

= 91t'. Obviously Im(5 - /) C 9H, and since S is a restriction of F,

ker(5 - I) C ker(F - /). Now it follows from the definition of 911 that

91t1 C <31t. This is clearly a contradiction.

Theorem 1. Suppose T is as in the previous proposition. Then there exists a

unitary operator U and a sequence {Sn} of invertible operators such that

whenever f is analytic in a neighborhood of the unit circle, \\f(T) -

^^/(L/)^-'|| —» 0. Moreover U can be chosen such that a(T) = a(U) and

ae(T) = ae(U). If in addition ae(T) is finite then there exists a compact

operator K and an invertible operator S such that T = SUS~X + K.

Proof, (i) We first prove the existence of a unitary operator U such that

F G cl S (U). To this end define 911, P, F0 and F, as in Proposition 2. Let U0

be the diagonal unitary operator on 911, defined as in Proposition 1. Recall

that a(T0) = a(U0), ae(T0) = ae(U0), a(T0) u o(Tx) = a(T), and by

Putnam's theorem [7] ae(Tx) = a(Tx). Since ae(T0) - ae,(T0) it follows easily

that ae(T) = ae(T0) u oe(Tx). Let Ux be any fixed unitary operator on 911,

such that a(Ux) = a(Tx). Since a(Ux) is perfect and F, is biquasitriangular, it

follows from Corollary A that F, G cl S(t/,). Let U = U0 © (/,. Then U is a

unitary operator such that

a(U) = a(U0) U a(Ux) = a(T0) u a(Tx) = a(T)    and   ae(U) = ae(T).
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Since any isolated point of o(T) belongs to o(T0) but not to a(r,), condition

(d) is satisfied by the construction in Proposition 1. A similar reasoning

applied to ae(T) shows that (f) is true. Thus by Theorem A, T E cl S (U).

(ii) Let [Sn] be a sequence of invertible operators such that \\T—

SnUS„~x\\ < l/Mn. If |X| < 1 - 1/n, then a simple calculation shows that

\\"sn(Û - XyxSn-x\\ < M/(\ - \X\ - \/n). Similarly if |X| > 1 + 1/n,

||S„(l7 - Xr'^-'ll < M/(l + 1/« - | < |).

Thus it is easy to see that whenever X E T,

sn(u-xyxs~x^(T-x)-x

in the norm and the convergence is uniform off any neighborhood of the unit

circle. By using the usual Riesz-Dunford functional calculus it can be seen

that \\f(T) — Snf(U)S~x\\^>0 whenever / is analytic in an open neigh-

borhood of r.

(iii) If oe(T) is finite then so is oe(U), and it follows from [2, Theorem 3.1]

that there exists a compact operator K and an invertible operator S such that

T= SUS~X + K.

Remark. If T is the Cayley transform of the operator defined by Markus

[4] then T is not similar to any unitary operator. But if U is the corresponding

diagonal unitary operator then oe(U) = {1}, and by Proposition 1, T belongs

to cl § ( U). Since U - I is compact it follows that T - I is compact, and

hence T is a compact perturbation of U. Thus Markus's example is a

particular case of Proposition 1, in which the eigenvectors of T actually form

a (conditional) basis for H. A constructive proof of Proposition 1 for this

special case would be very interesting.
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